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Nearly every Christian parent in America would give anything to find a viable resource for
developing within their kids a deep, dynamic faith that "sticks" long term. Sticky Faith delivers.
Research shows that almost half of graduating high school seniors struggle deeply with their faith.
Recognizing the ramifications of that statistic, the Fuller Youth Institute (FYI) conducted the
â€œCollege Transition Projectâ€• in an effort to identify the relationships and best practices that can
set young people on a trajectory of lifelong faith and service. Based on FYI findings, this
easy-to-read guide presents both a compelling rationale and a powerful strategy to show parents
how to actively encourage their childrenâ€™s spiritual growth so that it will stick to them into
adulthood and empower them to develop a living, lasting faith. Written by authors known for the
integrity of their research and the intensity of their passion for young people, Sticky Faith is geared
to spark a movement that empowers adults to develop robust and long-term faith in kids of all ages.
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For those who care about the faith of the next generation, the book Sticky Faith is a must read.
Youth experts Kara Powell and Chap Clark record the findings of the "College Transition Project,"
which is a six-year research study of over 500 graduating seniors. Here is their stated goal: "To
better understand the dynamics of youth group graduates' transition to college, and to pinpoint the
steps that leaders, churches, parents, and seniors themselves can take to help students stay on the
Sticky Faith path" (18).According to their research, between 40 and 50 percent of kids who graduate
from a church or youth group will fail to stick with their faith in college. Only 20 percent of those who
left the faith planned to. That means 80 percent of those who abandoned the faith were planning to

stick with it. On the positive side, they estimate that between 30 and 60 percent return in their late
twenties. But this still means between 40 and 70 percent of students who leave their faith never
return.Powell and Clark make a few initial points I found particularly helpful. First, parents influence
the faith of students more than anyone (or anything) else: "More than even your support, its who
you are that shapes your kid" (21). My research and experience as a teacher confirms that this is
true. Second, there is no sticky faith bullet. There is no single reason why kids leave and no single
reason that will make them stay. Young people are complex and their faith is influenced by a host of
factors.The core of building a sticky faith, say Powell and Clark, is helping kids develop a clear and
honest understanding of the gospel and biblical faith. Sadly, most Christian kids understand the
gospel in terms of what we do.

Sticky FaithBy Kara E. Powell and Dr. Chap ClarkISBN 978-0-310-32932-9Zondervan
PublishingReviewed by Clint WalkerDrop into many churches in the United States and you will hear
parents and grandparents making the same complaint. The church will be full of older folks, with a
few middle-aged people sprinkled in. In most of these churches you will hear how the church was
once full of children, but now there are hardly any young adults or children present. They will go on
to say that some of their children live nearby, and yet they cannot get them to join them in their
church involvement. "What are we to do?" they ask, "How could have things been different?"Into
this world of concern about young people retaining their faith come the Fuller Youth Institute, and its
leaders Kara Powell and Chap Clark. Combining keen insight with painstaking research, Powell and
Clark believed they have uncovered some thoughtful ways parents can raise their kids so that their
faith "sticks" even after they leave home. Their learning is compiled in the book Sticky Faith. Much
of what they have to share is very helpful, and parents would be wise to heed it.Over and over
again, children and teenagers cite their parents as their primary role models and their heroes. Thus,
Sticky Faith directly challenges parents to be very intentional in their child's spiritual development,
and addresses them as the primary influencers that they are.The book challenges parents to be
involved in their children's lives on a number of fronts. First, it encourages parents to live their faith
transparently before their children, and to invite their children into a family that functions as a
community of faith.
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